


ROMANIA
A U T H E N T I C  T R E A S U R E S



Each place on earth has its own story, but 
you must listen carefully to hear it and 
have an ounce of love to understand it.

Nicolae Iorga



JANUARY 6 

The most significant things were accomplished by people who persevered 
even when it seemed all hope was lost.

Ion Luca Caragiale

Făgăraş  Mountains  PHOTO Cătă l in  Pobega



FEBRUARY 2 

Learn to let a smile blossom 
on your face; it is the gift you 
offer your neighbor. It is a 
gift you offer to the whole 
universe.

Octavian Paler

Folk  costumes -  Maramureş

PHOTO Diana Somo g yi



MARCH 20 

Every day lays gifts at your feet, but many times you don’t know how to 
pick them up.

George Enescu

Bucharest  -  Vi l lage  Museum PHOTO Dana Munteanu



APRIL 19 

Each place on earth has its own story, but you must listen carefully to 
hear it and have an ounce of love to understand it.

Nicolae Iorga

Buceg i  Mountains  -  T he Sphinx PHOTO Adr ian Petr işor



APRIL 23 

When someone proves his gratitude to us, he gives us back much more 
than we have given him.

Vladimir Ghika

Hand- crafted Easter  eg gs  PHOTO Mug ur  B ărbosu



APRIL 4 

An educated man means a mind that is open to kindness and beauty.
Nicolae Iorga

A puseni  Mountains  PHOTO Diana Somo g yi



APRIL 24 

The most modest gift gains great value in our eyes when it comes from 
an eloquent heartfelt gentleness.

Titu Maiorescu

PHOTO Diana Somo g yi



SEPTEMBER 7 

Love is not a deal: I love you because you love me. Love is a certainty: I 
love you because I love you.

Liviu Rebreanu

Sibiu             PHOTO Mircea  Dragoş



AUGUST 27 

There is no victory without defeat and there is no fall without hope.
Andrei Pleşu

Hunedoara  -  Cor v in  Cast le  PHOTO Dragoş  Stoica



AUGUST 6 

Hopes should all be tied together, placed in a big bottle with a cork and 
thrown into the sea. They might be useful for someone else as well.

Oana Pellea

T he Danube Delta  PHOTO Sor in  Onișor



JUNE 6 

Each nation and each era stands on the shoulders of the past.
Mihai Eminescu

Sinaia  -  Pe leş  Cast le  PHOTO Adr ian Petr işor



JULY 9 

If you give yourself a small moment of rest, if you take a fresh, curious 
and detached look around you, you will find plenty of reasons to rejoice. 

Andrei Pleşu

Retezat  Mountains  PHOTO Diana Somo g yi



MAY 23 

Happiness as an obsession is a sure source of unhappiness.
Andrei Pleşu

Tulcea  PHOTO Sor in  Onișor



MAY 25 

General knowledge is what you are left with after you have forgotten all 
that you have learned.

Grigore Moisil

Iaş i  -  Pa lace  of  Culture  PHOTO Mug ur  B ărbosu



DECEMBER 23 
I’m waiting to receive at my gate, in my soul,
The sound of a carol, the voice of a child,
Bringing the miracle with a moving song,
Carols carol caroling ... Romanian Carol

Carolers  f rom Maramureş  PHOTO Diana Somo g yi 



“Romania - Authentic Treasures” 
captures through each of its 366 pages 
a glimpse of Romania’s exceptional 
cultural and natural heritage. 
Romanian photographers invite you 
to discover diverse and picturesque 
landscapes, fascinating places and to 
experience Romanian folk traditions. 
The words from Romanian authors 
and thinkers create a platform for 
reflection on life’s journey. 
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